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Transthyretin amyloid cardiomyopathy (ATTR-CM) has emerged as an increasingly identified etiology of heart failure.

Fortunately, the disease now has an approved therapy, with many others under development. Assessment of prognosis in

ATTR-CM is critical to inform patients about the disease course and guide clinical decisions. This review discusses the

evidence behind clinical, biomarker, and imaging findings that inform prognosis in patients with ATTR-CM and can assist

providers in the shared decision-making process during management of this disease. (J Am Coll Cardiol CardioOnc

2019;1:273–9) © 2019 The Authors. Published by Elsevier on behalf of the American College of Cardiology Foundation.

This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
T ransthyretin (TTR) amyloid cardiomyopathy
(ATTR-CM) is an increasingly recognized eti-
ology of heart failure (HF) and is no longer

considered an untreatable disease. Data that demon-
strate survival and hospitalization benefit for the
TTR stabilizer, tafamidis, and ongoing development
of novel therapeutics create urgency for clinicians to
recognize the disease and refer patients for therapy
(1). However, determining the most appropriate man-
agement plan requires an understanding of a pa-
tient’s prognosis. In the last decade, increasing
investigation of patients with ATTR-CM has led to
recognition of many prognostic factors across
numerous domains. We review the prognostic factors
that have been identified in patients with ATTR-CM
to provide the treating clinician a framework to: 1)
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appropriately counsel patients about the natural his-
tory of the disease; and 2) use prognostic information
to guide management plans.

PROGNOSTIC FACTORS IN ATTR-CM

CLINICAL FEATURES. Clinical features, often easily
gleaned during an initial encounter with a patient
with ATTR-CM, may have significant impact on sur-
vival and morbidity. We highlight several fea-
tures here.
Funct iona l assessments . As TTR amyloid fibrils
progressively deposit in the myocardium, patients
can develop worsening HF symptoms and poor
functional status, which carry independent prog-
nostic information. In a study of 93 patients with
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HIGHLIGHTS

� Prognostic factors for ATTR-CM can
guide patient expectations and inform
clinical decisions.

� Clinical features, blood biomarkers, and
imaging obtained during workup for
ATTR-CM convey prognostic information.

� Further studies in determining the incre-
mental value of prognostic factors are
warranted.

ABBR EV I A T I ON S

AND ACRONYMS

99mTc-PYP = 99mTc-

pyrophosphate

AF = atrial fibrillation

ATTR-CM = transthyretin

amyloid cardiomyopathy

CMR = cardiac magnetic

resonance

eGFR = estimated glomerular

filtration rate

H/CL = heart to contralateral

HF = heart failure

LGE = late gadolinium

enhancement

MCF = myocardial contraction

fraction

NT-proBNP = N-terminal pro-

B-type natriuretic peptide

NYHA = New York Heart

Association

SVI = stroke volume index

TTR = transthyretin

V122I = valine-122-isoleucine
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wild-type ATTR-CM, there was a stepwise
worsening of survival with increasing New
York Heart Association (NYHA) functional
class with a steep decline at class III; median
survival for NYHA functional classes I, II, III,
and IV were 4.6, 4.1, 2.1, and 1.3 years,
respectively (2). In addition to mortality,
presence of NYHA functional class III or IV
HF was found to be an independent risk
factor for a composite of adverse cardiovas-
cular outcomes, including development of
atrial arrhythmias, atrioventricular block, HF
hospitalization, and stroke (3,4). Data from
the ATTR-ACT (Transthyretin Amyloidosis
Cardiomyopathy Clinical Trial) showed that
patients with NYHA functional class III had
an attenuated benefit from tafamidis
compared with those with better NYHA
functional classes, which emphasized the
need for early detection and treatment of
ATTR-CM (1). Worse performance on other
functional tests, such as the 6-min walk test,
was also associated with worse survival (5).
Comorb id i t ies . Conduction system involve-
ment in ATTR-CM is frequently associated
with tachyarrhythmias and bradyarrhythmias. Atrial
arrhythmias, such as atrial fibrillation (AF) or atrial
flutter, are found in up to 40% to 60% of patients,
depending on the cohort (1,6–8). Although categorical
presence of AF in patients with ATTR-CM does not
appear to be independently associated with mortality,
AF is associated with other high-risk features, including
increased risk of HF, renal impairment, diastolic
dysfunction, and impaired invasive hemodynamic
findings (7,8). In patients with ATTR-CM, AF also carries
an increased risk of thromboembolism; a recent study
that assessed cardioversion outcomes of AF in patients
with cardiac amyloidosis found a high procedure
cancellation rate (28%), primarily due to the presence of
atrial thrombus (9). The development of bradyar-
rhythmias that required a pacemakerwas also associated
with worse survival and likely served as a marker of
advanced disease (2).

Because the diagnosis of ATTR-CM, especially
wild-type TTR, often occurs in older adults, patients
frequently have significant age-related comorbidities
that may affect survival. For example, up to 16% of
patients who underwent transcatheter aortic valve
replacement for severe aortic stenosis had nuclear
scintigraphy scans consistent with ATTR-CM (10).
Although aortic stenosis was not specifically shown to
modify prognosis in patients with cardiac amyloid-
osis, patients in this study had a high-risk phenotype,
with most (75%) having NYHA functional class III
symptoms, worse diastolic dysfunction, and a higher
frequency of low-flow, low-gradient aortic stenosis
compared with control subjects (10). Conversely,
incidental diagnosis of cardiac amyloidosis was
shown to be an incrementally poor prognostic factor
in patients with severe aortic stenosis (11,12).

Renal dysfunction was also identified as a risk
factor for worse prognosis. In a large cohort of 869
patients with ATTR-CM evaluated at the United
Kingdom National Amyloidosis Centre, estimated
glomerular filtration rate (eGFR) at a threshold
of <45 ml/min/1.73 m2 was an independent predictor
of mortality on multivariable analysis (13). Median
survival was approximately 2.5 years for patients who
had eGFR below the threshold compared with
approximately 5 years for those above the threshold.
Impaired renal function might be a sequela of reno-
vascular congestion from progressive HF or may pre-
exist the development of ATTR-CM and subsequently
limit effective volume status modulation. The
strength of this association led to the implementation
of eGFR in a prognostic staging system further
described in the following.

Genotype. Prognosis in hereditary TTR amyloidosis
is modified by specific genotype and subsequent de-
gree of cardiac involvement in phenotype. A common
genotype present in 3% to 4% of the African-
American population in the United States is the
valine-122-isoleucine (V122I) variant (14). This ap-
pears to portend a different prognosis compared with
non-V122I variants and wild-type TTR. In a cohort of
1,034 patients with ATTR-CM (711 with wild-type, 205
with V122I, 118 with non-V122I), patients with the
V122I variant had significantly worse survival (me-
dian survival of 2.6 years) compared with those with
non-V122I variants (median survival of 5.8 years) or
wild-type TTR (median survival of 4.8 years) (5).
Although patients with the V122I variant had evi-
dence of more advanced cardiac disease at time of
diagnosis, the association with worsened survival
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remained even after controlling for biomarker-based
staging (see the following) (5,13). Patients with the
V122I variant also had shorter survival times from
onset of cardiac symptoms to diagnosis, which
potentially signaled a more pathogenic genotype (5).

BLOOD BIOMARKERS

As in other etiologies of HF, routine blood biomarkers
have an important role in the prognostication for
patients with ATTR-CM. Whether due to direct toxic
effects on myocardial cells or from myocardial stress
from amyloid deposition, troponin and natriuretic
peptide elevations in blood have demonstrated
particular value in prognostication, both indepen-
dently and in combination in staging systems (6). The
Mayo Clinic group assessed a cohort of 360 patients
with wild-type ATTR-CM and demonstrated that ele-
vations above thresholds of troponin T (0.05 ng/ml)
and N-terminal pro-B-type natriuretic peptide (NT-
proBNP) (3,000 pg/ml) each contributed to a prog-
nostic 3-point staging system: Stage I (elevation of
neither biomarker); Stage II (elevation in 1
biomarker); and Stage III (elevation in both bio-
markers). Median survival for patients classified as
Stage I was 5.5 years and 1.7 years for those classified
as Stage III.

Renal dysfunction and elevations in NT-proBNP
were also recently found to be components of
another robust prognostic staging system (13). Pa-
tients with eGFR <45 ml/min/1.73 m2 and NT-proBNP
>3,000 pg/ml had significantly worse outcomes
compared with those not meeting these thresholds.
Using a similar staging scheme to that previously
described, the median survival was 5.7, 3.9, and 2.0
years for patients classified as Stages I, II, and III,
respectively. The association of higher stage with
worse survival remained significant even after the
cohort was separated into different types of ATTR-CM
(wild-type, V122I, or non-V122I).

Because of this dramatic difference in survival
based on readily available, relatively inexpensive,
and easily interpretable biomarkers in the context of
these validated staging systems, it is important for
clinicians to consider measuring these biomarkers
during the initial workup for ATTR-CM in all patients.

IMAGING

Imaging studies, particularly echocardiography and
nuclear scintigraphy, are routinely obtained as a part
of the diagnostic workup for ATTR-CM. Several fea-
tures, if found on imaging studies, have been asso-
ciated with poor outcomes and allow the treating
clinician to use this existing imaging information to
further assist in the prognostic assessment of patients
with ATTR-CM.

ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY. Myocardial deposition of
TTR amyloid fibrils alters the morphology of the
ventricular walls, which leads to increased thickness,
decreased compliance, and impaired contractile
function. However, patients often have normal or
preserved left ventricular ejection fractions (LVEFs)
in the early stages of ATTR-CM. Furthermore,
although an LVEF decline (e.g., <50%) has been
associated with worse outcomes, this association has
been inconsistent (6,15). An alternative to LVEF for
measuring left ventricular (LV) systolic function is the
myocardial contraction fraction (MCF), which is
calculated as the ratio of LV stroke volume to
myocardial volume (16). With progression of cardiac
amyloidosis, MCF consistently declines, whereas
LVEF may remain stable due to proportional de-
creases in stroke volume and end-diastolic volume. In
a secondary analysis of the international Trans-
thyretin Amyloidosis Outcomes Survey database, an
MCF of <25% was associated with a median survival
of <3 years, whereas an MCF of $25% was associated
with a median survival of >6.8 years (17). The specific
MCF threshold of 25% is an arbitrary dichotomization
of a continuous variable but serves as a method to
apply this imaging marker as a risk factor for worse
prognosis. For example, an MCF of 15% likely iden-
tifies even greater disease progression and a worse
prognosis than an MCF of 25%. This theme is repeated
in many of the risk factors discussed in the following.

Global longitudinal strain is another sensitive
marker of impaired systolic function early in the
course of ATTR-CM. Typical longitudinal strain pat-
terns in patients with ATTR-CM show relative LV
apical sparing compared with basal and mid seg-
ments. In a cohort of 79 patients with cardiac
amyloidosis (including those with light-chain, mutant
TTR, and wild-type TTR), longitudinal strain was
demonstrated to correlate significantly with late
gadolinium enhancement (LGE), a cardiac magnetic
resonance (CMR) surrogate for amyloid infiltration, as
well as amyloid deposition when analyzed histologi-
cally (18). In the same study, Ternacle et al. (18)
further demonstrated that impaired apical longitudi-
nal strain (threshold of 14.5%) predicted major
adverse cardiac events, which suggested that
impairment of typically spared apical strain might
also serve as a risk factor for worse prognosis.

However, MCF and global longitudinal strain are
not routinely available or calculated in most echo-
cardiography laboratories. Stroke volume index (SVI)
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is more commonplace and also has strong prognostic
implications. Using a threshold of 33 ml/m2 as repre-
sentative of a low cardiac output state, Milani et al.
(19) not only demonstrated SVI to be an independent
predictor of survival in a cohort of 754 patients with
light-chain cardiac amyloidosis, but also showed that
it performed similarly to MCF and LV strain in sur-
vival models. Future investigation of the prognostic
potential of routinely obtained echocardiographic
measures for patients with ATTR-CM is warranted.

NUCLEAR SCINTIGRAPHY. Nuclear scintigraphy can
be used to reliably detect TTR amyloid deposition and
diagnose ATTR-CM, but certain patterns in 99mTc-
pyrophosphate (99mTc-PYP) scans can also be prog-
nostic. In a multicenter cohort of 121 patients, patients
with a heart to contralateral (H/CL) ratio of <1.6 had
a median survival of >5 years, but those with a
ratio of $1.6 had a median survival of <3 years (15).
Higher H/CL ratios above the 1.6 threshold likely also
identify patients with increasingly worse prognosis.

In a different cohort of 54 patients with ATTR-CM, it
was found that a pattern of decreased apical 99mTc-PYP
uptake compared with mid and basal segment 99mTc-
PYP uptake was present in patients with ATTR-CM,
mirroring the apical-sparing pattern often seen in
echocardiography (20). Reduction in the apical-
sparing ratio (e.g., more diffuse 99mTc-PYP uptake)
was associated with worse survival. Because 99mTc-
PYP scanning is frequently used as a diagnostic strat-
egy for patients suspected of having ATTR-CM, the
clinician should also be aware that important prog-
nostic information can be conveyed in the results.

CMR. CMR findings of LGE in a diffuse, sub-
endocardial distribution are typical of amyloid car-
diomyopathy. Anecdotally, CMR may be obtained
during workup of ATTR-CM as a method to distin-
guish it from hypertrophic cardiomyopathy or as a
screening study before catheter ablation of AF. Again,
specific findings from this imaging technique can
carry important prognostic information. Transmural
LGE has been found to be an independent predictor of
worse survival for patients with either light-chain
amyloid cardiomyopathy or ATTR-CM, even after
adjustment for NT-proBNP and other echocardio-
graphic measures (21). Patients with subendocardial
LGE had better survival than those with transmural
LGE (3-year overall survival of approximately 80% vs.
50%, respectively). It was also demonstrated, using
CMR T1 mapping, that increases in extracellular vol-
ume, a measure of amyloid burden that correlates
with both the distribution of LGE and abnormal car-
diac uptake on nuclear scintigraphy scans, was asso-
ciated with worse survival (22).
Although significant prognostic information can be
gained from CMR techniques, we do not recommend
routinely obtaining this study solely for prognostic
information because: 1) it is unclear how much in-
cremental value it would add to the additional prog-
nostic markers already discussed; 2) presence of
significant renal dysfunction or implantable devices
prohibits this technique; and 3) CMR would not likely
be cost-effective if pursued solely for prognostica-
tion. However, if CMR data are available, treating
clinicians should be aware that important prognostic
information can be gained.

PUTTING IT TOGETHER

Clinicians can synthesize data from a variety of clin-
ical assessments, biomarkers, and multimodality im-
aging studies to better inform patients with ATTR-CM
about their prognosis (Central Illustration). Risk fac-
tors for worse outcomes are: 1) specific clinical fea-
tures (worse performance on functional assessments,
specific genotypes, and comorbidities, such as renal
dysfunction); 2) increased myocardial stress evi-
denced by elevated biomarkers (troponin and NT-
proBNP); 3) worsening pump function visualized via
echocardiography (LVEF, MCF, SVI or global strain/
strain patterns); and 4) magnitude and pattern of
amyloid infiltration visualized via uptake on nuclear
scans (H/CL ratio) or via CMR (LGE and extracellular
volume). Although it is unclear the magnitude to
which each factor adds incremental prognostic in-
formation, providers should be aware of the prog-
nostic information inherent in even routine studies.

Determining prognosis guides discussions
regarding management. Patients with few poor
prognostic risk factors and early stage disease tend to
have good short-term survival (median survival >5
years). The emergence of novel therapies, such as
tafamidis, have the potential to change the natural
history of ATTR-CM and conceivably lengthen sur-
vival significantly. Such patients should be promptly
referred for consideration of novel therapies and
screened for enrollment in clinical trials. Patients
with several poor prognostic risk factors (e.g.,
abnormal biomarkers, higher H/CL ratios, and so on)
have an intermediate prognosis, with median survival
estimated at approximately 3 to 5 years. For these
patients, similar to those with few risk factors, initi-
ation of novel therapies and/or referral for clinical
trials should be promptly considered. If patients
continue to clinically worsen despite optimal man-
agement, referral to an advanced HF clinic should be
made for consideration of heart and/or heart�liver
transplantation before the disease progresses to



CENTRAL ILLUSTRATION Prognostic Factors That Can Be Used in the Evaluation of a Patient With a New Diagnosis
of Transthyretin Amyloid Cardiomyopathy

New Diagnosis of Transthyretin Amyloid Cardiomyopathy

Assess Existing Data

Risk Factors for Worse Prognosis

Clinical

↑ Age
↑ NYHA class
Presence of additional
comorbidities:

•
•
•

Echocardiography:•
-↓ LVEF
-↓ MCF
-↓ Longitudinal strain
-↓ Stroke volume index

Cardiac magnetic resonance:•
-↑ LGE
-↑ Extracellular volume

99mTc-PYP scan:•
-↑ H/CL ratio

↑ Troponin T
↑ NT-proBNP
↓ eGFR

•
•
•

Consider using validated blood
biomarker staging systems*

If mutant transthyretin,
presence of V122I variant

•

Better Prognosis
Median Survival >5 years

Intermediate Prognosis
Median Survival 3-5 years

Worse Prognosis
Median Survival 1-3 years

Initiate novel
therapeutics (such as
tafamidis)

-

Consider enrollment in
clinical trials

-

Emphasize risk/benefit
discussion for initiation
of novel therapies or
clinical trial enrollment

-

Consider palliative care
consultation

-

Initiate novel
therapeutics

-

Consider referral for
heart +/- liver transplant

-

Consider enrollment in
clinical trials

-

Atrial arrhythmias
Valvular disease
Renal dysfunction

•
•
•

Laboratory

Several features presentFew features present Many features present

Imaging

Feng, K.Y. et al. J Am Coll Cardiol CardioOnc. 2019;1(2):273–9.

Various clinical, biomarker, and imaging parameters can be used in assessing prognosis, but this is not meant to imply that all factors be measured in all patients, but

rather that risk factors for worse prognosis can be identified from available studies obtained during the diagnostic process for transthyretin amyloid cardiomyopathy.

*Laboratory studies are readily available, relatively inexpensive, and easily interpretable in the context of validated staging systems and are recommended in all

patients (6,13). 99mTc-PYP ¼ 99mTc-pyrophosphate; eGFR ¼ estimated glomerular filtration rate; H/CL ¼ heart to contralateral; LGE ¼ late gadolinium enhancement;

LVEF ¼ left ventricular ejection fraction; MCF ¼ myocardial contraction fraction; NT-proBNP ¼ N-terminal pro-B-type natriuretic peptide; NYHA ¼ New York Heart

Association; V122I ¼ valine-122-isoleucine.
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irreversible multiorgan failure or worsening comor-
bidities precludes consideration of transplantation.

Unfortunately, because of the demographics of
wild-type ATTR-CM, patients often present at an
older age with numerous comorbidities (previously
treated malignancy, atherosclerotic vascular disease,
severe aortic stenosis, and so on) or at advanced
stages of HF with biomarker and imaging evidence of
significant amyloid deposition. Management de-
cisions for this group of patients should emphasize
the discussion of risks and benefits of therapy. Novel
therapies in the treatment of ATTR-CM can be
expensive, and the cost can be prohibitive for many
patients. Data from the ATTR-ACT trial, which
excluded patients with significant renal dysfunction
(eGFR <25 ml/min/1.73 m2), showed that patients
with NYHA functional class III had a diminished
benefit from the drug compared with those with less
functionally limiting disease (1). Because of the
amount of time required to show benefit of tafamidis
in the trial, it is currently unclear whether initiating
TTR stabilizing therapy in patients with advanced
disease (e.g., those in NYHA functional class IV or
those with significant renal dysfunction) would offer
meaningful benefit. As novel therapeutics continue to
be developed, patients with advanced disease might
benefit more from investigational agents aimed at
disrupting and resorbing amyloid fibrils already
deposited in tissue (23). In addition, at advanced
stages of disease, palliative care discussions
regarding symptom management are also reasonable.

Lastly, accurate prognostication also furthers the
development of clinical trials. Prospective validation
of prognostic factors may lead to more efficient sur-
rogates for tracking disease progression because use
of mortality and other adverse events require pro-
longed study time, which results in increased re-
sources and time to conduct investigations, and
delays in the development of potentially beneficial
therapies. Once validated, these risk factors can also
then translate to routine clinical care.

CONCLUSIONS

Clinicians can use a wide variety of clinical assess-
ments, biomarkers, and imaging modalities to inform
prognostic assessments for patients newly diagnosed
with ATTR-CM. Prognostic determinations will assist
in the shared decision-making process of treating this
complex disease, especially in a landscape of rapidly
changing therapies.

ADDRESS FOR CORRESPONDENCE: Dr. Adam D.
DeVore, Duke Clinical Research Institute, 200
Morris Street, #6318, Durham, North Carolina 27701.
E-mail: adam.devore@duke.edu. Twitter: @_adevore,
@DukeHFDoc.
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